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We have investigated the modi ations indu ed by thermal treatments
in the stru tural and magneti properties of the CeNi0:8 Cu0:2 sample whi h
presents a spin-glass-like behaviour below 6 K. No remarkable hanges in
the mi rostru ture have been dete ted by X ray dira tion and s anning
ele tron mi ros opy. However, the magneti properties depend on the thermal treatment of the sample. This fa t suggests that modi ations in the
size and number of the magneti lusters are being indu ed. In addition,
long-range magneti order is eviden ed below 0.6 K.
PACS numbers: 75.20.Hr, 75.50.Lk, 81.40.Rs

The orthorhombi
long range magneti

pseudobinary CeNi0:8 Cu0:2

ompound does not present

order down to 2 K. However, a

a maximum at that temperature.



hara terised by

This anomaly is observed in all the as

quen hed prepared samples of this
sation analysis [2℄, together with



sus eptibility ( a )

measurements reveal a spin-glass-like state below 6 K [1℄,



omposition.

Further a d

magneti-

SR studies [3℄, suggest the existen e of
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an inhomogeneous spin-glass

onsisting on magneti

ter glass state, aggregates of magneti
non-magneti

matrix.

lusters. In this

lus-

ions would be embedded in a mostly

Hen e, this state should be very sensitive to dier-

ent thermal treatments. In order to test this pi ture we have investigated
these ee ts on the stru tural and low temperature properties of dierent
preparations of the alloy CeNi0:8 Cu0:2 .
The as quen hed (AQ) CeNi0:8 Cu0:2 sample used in referen es [1, 2℄ is
a poly rystal prepared by ar

melting stoi hiometri

amounts of high purity

elemental metals under an Ar atmosphere. A pie e of this sample was an-

Æ

nealed (AN) at 440 C for one week. After
was re-melted (RM) under the same
Crystalline and metallurgi al

hara terising the AN sample, it

onditions as the AQ sample.

hara terisation have been done by X Ray

Dira tion (XRD) and S anning Ele tron Mi ros opy (SEM). Magneti
a d

measurements down to 300 mK were

arried out using a SQUID mag-

netometer at the CRTBT (Grenoble).
In Fig. 1 the XRD patterns of the AN and RM samples at room temperature are presented. Both are

hara teristi

of the FeB-type of stru ture

(Pnma spa e group). Spurious phases were almost negligible (less that 2%).
The

al ulated patterns (solid lines in Fig. 1) have been obtained pla ing

the Ce ions in a 4

4

site and the Cu/Ni randomly distributed on the other

site. To our surprise, we have to highlight that the annealing pro edure

does not signi antly improve the
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Fig. 1. The observed (dots) and al ulated (lines) X ray powder dira tion patterns
of the AN and RM samples. The verti al ti ks at the bottom of ea h plot indi ate
the al ulated Bragg peak positions.
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hanges are observed in the peaks width. On the other hand, a slight

de rease of the

ell parameters is observed (less than 1%).

With respe t to the SEM results, the intensity of ba ks attered ele tron
images yields semiquantitative information about
in a given sample. This information

omposition homogeneity

an be improved performing a quanti-

tative ele tron probe mi roanalysis. We also used se ondary ele tron images
to distinguish

omposition u tuations from physi al voids in the sample.

The images reveal that both the AN and RM samples mainly

onsist of

a matrix of single phase material. Furthermore, the ele tron probe mi roanalysis indi ates that this matrix presents the proper

omposition and is

homogeneous down to the available magni ation for this kind of analysis
(several



m).

Then, if the annealing pro ess indu es any

hange on this

sample, it has to take pla e at a smaller s ale (nanometri ).
In Fig.

a

2, the low temperature

is

ompared for the AN and RM

samples, also showing its frequen y dependen y by plotting three sele ted
measurements at

 = 2:11; 21:1

and 211 Hz for ea h sample. The main ee t
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Fig. 2. Low temperature evolution of a at three sele ted frequen ies ( = 2:11; 21.1
and 211 Hz) for the AN and RM samples. The inset shows the shift with frequen y
of the temperature maximum found at 1.6 K tted to a VogelFul her law.
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of the annealing is to annihilate the maximum observed at 6 K for the AQ
samples, whi h was related with the transition into a spin-glass-like state.
In addition, another low temperature anomaly is dete ted around 1 K. The
frequen y shift of this maximum is

Æ = (Tmax)=(Tmax  log  ) = 0:023

.

The RM sample re overs the transition at 6 K and two additional maxima
appear at low temperatures: 1.6 and 0.6 K. From our analysis it is inferred
that these maxima

orrespond to transitions already present in the AN sam-

ple that have shifted to higher temperatures. In fa t, the maximum at 1.6 K

Æ = 0:014

also exhibits a frequen y shift (

as that found for the AN sample, and

) of the same order of magnitude

ertainly, the lowest transition was

not seen for that sample due to the experimental limitations.
The already reported

Æ

values are

hara teristi

of spin-glass systems

[4, 5℄. However, the lowest temperature maximum seems to be related with
a transition into a long-range ordered state, even for the AN sample. This
suggestion is strongly supported by the Zero Field and Field Cooled magnetisation measurements and by the

M (H )

urves obtained at dierent tem-

peratures (not shown by la k of spa e). The existen e of a long-range ordered state at low temperatures for both AN and RM samples has also been
onrmed by re ent



SR studies [6℄.

The absen e of the spin-glass transition at 6 K in the AN sample reasserts the assumption of a

luster spin-glass state done for the previously

studied AQ samples. Although the stru tural studies do not indi ate qualitative dieren es in the two dierent preparations,
the magneti

lear modi ations in

properties with the thermal treatment have been found. Thus,

the annealing has signi antly altered the size and spatial distribution of the
lusters. All these results eviden e the existen e of inhomogeneities ( lusters) at the nanos opi

s ale that are in the basis of the

omplex magneti

behaviour of this system.
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